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PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

92012 
OSLO (Ground Socket)
This ground socket is the perfect 
companion to the Landmark range of 
bollards. Supplied with or without lids, in a 
selection of materials and sizes they can be 
customised to your exact requirements.

Using these sockets means that posts can 
be easily removed for maintenance, mowing 
or even filming. The option of a lid means 
that there is no trip hazard when empty.

PRODUCT FEATURES
 - Available in 3 standard sizes  

(custom sizes available)
 - Choice of 2 materials
 - With or without lids

INSTALLATION GUIDELINES (These are 
guidelines only, and do not replace advice from 
qualif ied professionals)

 - Root-fix: 300x300x450mm excavation per 
post, approx. 350mm in the ground, backfilled 
to below plate with standard postcrete, 
trowelled away for water runoff.

Mitre Cap Bollard
A very popular choice, the mitre top is formed at a 45 degree angle.
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Ground Sockets
Our range of heavy duty ground sockets enable secure mounting of our removable bollards. 
Importantly, in the closed position they do not present a trip hazard.
A simple padlock fitting securely locks the bollard in position.

Technical Specification
Height: Standard overall 350mm (other heights are available).
Diameters: Manufactured to suit 60mm to 450mm bollards.
Extra option: Stainless Steel Grade 316.

SSTT5522--BBLL

SSTT5522--SSSS

SSTT5522--BBPP

SSTT5522--GGRR

SSTT5522--GGAARilsan® Black Nylon

Stainless Steel Grade 304

Galvanised

Galvanised + Powder Coated

Stainless Steel Bright Polished Grade 304
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Technical Specification
Height: 1200mm overall (other heights are available).
Diameters: 60mm to 450mm.
Fixing styles:  Submerged, Bolt Down or Removable with a secure locking ground socket box.
Extra options: Stainless Steel Grade 316,  Reflective Bands and Recessed Grooves.
Minimum order quantity: 5 pieces.

GRADE 304 STAINLESS STEEL & GALVANISED MILD STEEL


